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Abstract

General equilibrium theory was criticized for its apparent irrefutability, as seemingly implied
by the Sonnenschein–Mantel–Debreu theorem. This view was challenged by Brown and Matzkin
[Econometrica, 64 (1996) 1249], who showed the existence of testable restrictions on the equilibrium
manifold. Brown and Matzkin, however, maintain the assumption that individual preferences are
invariant (against psychological evidence). I consider the Brown–Matzkin problem under random
preferences: for each profile of endowments one observes a distribution of prices; does there exist
a probability distribution of preferences that explains the observed distributions of prices via Wal-
rasian equilibria? I argue that even under random utilities general equilibrium theory is falsifiable.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The work ofSonnenschein (1973), Mantel (1974)andDebreu (1974)led economists to
believe that general equilibrium did not impose any (strong) regularity that could be refuted
with data, unless one observed individual behavior, which is unlikely.

Such pessimistic view was challenged in 1996 by Brown and Matzkin. They exploited a
tension existing between the two fundamental concepts of the theory, individual rationality
and market clearing, to show that whenever individual endowments are observed, the theory
imposes non-trivial restrictions on prices.

The argument of Brown and Matzkin crucially assumes that individual preferences are
invariant and uses revealed-preference theory in order to argue the existence of data which
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are inconsistent with general equilibrium. While this assumption may seem natural in eco-
nomics, it receives strong criticism from other disciplines.1 In particular, research in human
behavior seems to have convinced psychologists that human preferences are probabilistic
in nature and that, therefore, so are human behavior and choices.2

Does randomness in preferences imply that general equilibrium theory is unfalsifiable?
This paper incorporates the theory of random utility to the problem and shows that when-
ever individual endowments are observed, the theory imposes non-trivial restrictions on
probabilistic distributions of prices.

The paper is organized as follows.Section 2lays down the problem. InSection 3, a char-
acterization of data that are consistent with general equilibrium under random preferences
is obtained. Given that this characterization is mediated by existential quantifiers, it fails to
provide for a direct test and it is unclear whether the null hypothesis of consistency can ever
be refuted.Section 4, which introduces two examples of non-rationalizable datasets, makes
the case for refutability, whileSection 5provides another characterization of rationalizabil-
ity and uses standard results in quantifier elimination to determine the abstract form that
restrictions on data alone have.

Kubler (2003)also deals with the problem of falsifiability of equilibrium theory in a
non-deterministic environment. Kubler studies whether intertemporal general equilibrium
imposes restrictions on prices of commodities and assets, given a stochastic process of
dividends and aggregate endowments. He finds that if one restricts individual preferences
to be additively-separable, expected-utility preferences, then there do exist testable restric-
tions. There are two differences between Kubler’s problem and the one dealt with here.
Kubler’s setting is intertemporal and agents have to make their decisions under uncertainty.
The problem studied here, on the other hand,has no intertemporal featuresand, although
preferences are assumed to be random,agents decide under certainty. Besides, Kubler as-
sumes the observation of a joint stochastic process of prices, aggregate endowments and
dividends, while here one assumes very different data: for each profile of endowments, one
observes a probability measure on the space of prices—there is no sequentiality in either
the set of endowments or the way in which prices are observed.

For a comprehensive survey of related literature, seeCarvajal et al. (in press).

2. The problem and definitions

There are a finite set,I = {1, . . . , I}, of consumers and a finite number,L ∈ N, of
commodities. For each consumer, the consumption set isR

L+.

1 From a philosophical standpoint,Kroeber-Riel (1971)has written that “revealed-preference theory proves to
have. . . little foundations in reality. . . The alleged advantages of increased empirical relevance. . . of this theory
prove to be linguistic declarations without factual meaning. . . ” See alsoHausman (2000).

2 According toLuce (1959)“[a] basic presumption. . . is that choice is best described as a probabilistic, not an
algebraic phenomenon. . . ” Similarly, Block and Marshack (1960)wrote that “[i]n interpreting human behavior
there is a need to substitute ‘stochastic consistency of choices’ for ‘absolute consistency of choices’. The latter
is usually assumed in economic theory, but is not well supported by experience.” Also,Luce and Supes (1965)
justify the choice of a probabilistic understanding of human behavior by saying that “[h]istorically, the algebraic
theories. . . have been used in economics and statistics almost exclusively. The probabilistic ones are largely the
product of psychological thought, forced upon [psychologists] by the data [they] collect in the laboratory.”
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Prices are normalized to lie inS, the(L − 1)-dimensional unit simplex.S is endowed
with aσ-algebraΞ.

Suppose that one observes a non-empty set of profiles of endowments,E ⊆ (RL++)I , and
that for each observed profile,e = (ei)i∈I ∈ E, one observes a probability measure on the
simplex of pricesχe : Ξ → [0,1]. That is, given a profile of endowments,e ∈ E, and a
measurable set of prices,C ∈ Ξ, χe(C) is the frequency with which prices were observed
to lie inC when endowments weree.

LetU be the class of continuous, strongly concave, strictly monotone functions fromR
L+

into R. For a profile of preferencese ⊆ (RL++)I and a profile of preferencesU ∈ UI , let
WU,e denote the set of competitive equilibrium prices.

The dataset{E, (χe)e∈E} is rationalizable if the observed distributions of prices can be
explained as being induced, via equilibrium, by a probability distribution over the set of
profiles of preferences,UI . In order to deal with multiplicity of equilibria, the assumption
made here is that prices are determinedrandomlyfrom within the Walras set of the econ-
omy. Since the latter set depends on the profile of endowments, rationalizability would be
requiring that there exist, for eache ∈ E, a probability measure3πe : P(UI)×Ξ → [0,1]
such that: (i) for eachC ∈ Ξ, χe(C) = πe(U

I , C); and (ii) for eachV ∈ P(UI) and each
C ∈ Ξ:

πe(V, C) > 0 ⇒ (∃U ∈ V )(∃p ∈ C) : p ∈ WU,e

Intuitively, the first condition says that given an observed profile of endowments, the ob-
served probability that prices lie in a given measurable set of prices is equal to the theoretical
probability of that set prices (once preferences are integrated out). That condition imposes
none of the principles of individual rationality and market clearing. This is done by the
second condition, which requires that, given endowments, the theoretical joint probability
of a set of profiles of preferences and a set of prices be positive only if for at least one of the
profiles of preferences in the former set, there is a price in the latter set which is Walrasian
equilibrium given the endowments.

The two conditions, however, demand too little from the rationalization, as they do not
require that preferences be independent from endowments. For that, one must require that the
family (πe)e∈E have a common marginal distribution overUI : that there exist a probability
measureϑ : P(UI) → [0,1], such that for everyV ∈ P(UI) and everye ∈ E, ϑ(V) =
πe(V,S).

Under this further requirement, each conditional distribution for prices,πe(·|U) : Ξ →
[0,1], is a random selector overWU,e, as defined inAllen (1985): let F denote the set of
probability measures onS, defined overΞ; givenU ∈ UI and e ∈ (RL++)I , a random
selector isϕ ∈ F such thatϕ(WU,e) = 1.4

In order to distinguish randomness in preferences from randomness in prices, given
preferences, define a finite set,Ω, of states of the world, which only account for changes in
the preferences of individuals.

3 For a given setZ, P(Z) denotes its power set.
4 This is under the assumption thatWu,e ∈ Ξ. A weaker requirement would be that for everyC ∈ Ξ, if Wu,e ⊆ C,

thenϕ(C) = 1.
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Definition 1. A dataset{E, (χe)e∈E} isΩ-rationalizable if there exist a probability measure
δ : P(Ω) → [0,1], a functionu : Ω → UI and a function5 ϕ : u[Ω] × E → F such that
for eache ∈ E and eachC ∈ Ξ:6

χe(C) =
∑
ω∈Ω

δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e)(C)

and for eachω ∈ Ω and eache ∈ E:

ϕ(u(ω), e)(Wu(ω),e) = 1

In the definition,δ is a probability distribution over states of the world,u is a rule that
assigns a profile of preferences to each state andϕ assigns to each profile of preferences
and each profile of endowments a probability distribution overS. The first condition in
the definition is, again, that the observed probabilities be explained byδ, u andϕ, whereas
the second one requires that each distribution overS have as support the Walras set of its
economy.

Condition 1. Throughout the rest of the paper, it is assumed that:

1. Prices can be observed with perfect accuracy:Ξ = P(S).
2. Only a finite number of profiles of endowments has been observed (as inBrown and

Matzkin, 1996): #E < ∞.
3. For each observed profile of endowments, only a finite number of strictly positive prices

has been observed to occur:7

(∀e ∈ E) : #Supp(χe) < ∞ ∧ χe(Supp(χe)) = 1

where

Supp(χe) = {p ∈ S|χe({p}) > 0} ⊆ R
L
++

3. Rationalizable datasets

One observes individual endowments, the supports of the distributions of prices, and the
actual probabilities that each one of the prices in these supports attains. The unobservables
whose existence one wants to test are the profiles of preferences that occur in each state of
the world, the probability that each state of the world attains and the random selectors given
utilities and endowments.

5 Given a functionf : X → Y and a setZ ⊆ X, f [Z] denotes the image ofZ underf .
6 Sinceϕ mapsu[Ω] × E intoF, which is a function space, then,ϕ(u, e) ∈ F means thatϕ(u, e) is a function

fromΞ into [0,1]. ForC ∈ Ξ, the value of this function isϕ(u, e)(C).
7 The logical connectors ‘and’ and ‘or’ will be denoted, respectively, by∧ and∨. ¬ will denote negation of a

subsequent sentence. Under the null hypothesis of rationalizability, if one restrictsU to include only differentiable
functions with interior contours, this assumption holds generically on endowments. This follows fromDebreu
(1970).
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There exists a third class of variables: those that one would observe if one could obtain
individual-level data on an experimental laboratory. There are two groups of data in this set
of variables. First are the demands of each individual, for each budget he has faced and for
each state of nature.8 Second, since for each profile of budgets, actual choices depend on the
state of the world, then profiles of demands from those budgets are also random variables;
if one had access to richer data, one would know the distributions of these variables.

If these two groups of variables were observed, under the null hypothesis of consis-
tency with general equilibrium they would have to satisfy certain conditions. For the
first group of variables, the necessary and sufficient conditions are derived from standard
revealed-preference theory. For the second group, the relevant condition comes from the the-
ory of revealed-preference under random utility. Finally, if one could also observe random
selectors then the restrictions of their definition should be imposed directly.

Theorems 1 and 2characterize rationalizability in terms of existence of these observable-
but-unobserved variables.

Notation 1. Given{E, (χe)e∈E}, denote, for eachi ∈ I:
Bi = {Bi ⊆ R

L
+|(∃e ∈ E)(∃p ∈ Supp(χe)) : B(p, ei) = Bi}

Denote also:

B =
{
B ⊆ (RL

+)
I |(∃e ∈ E)(∃p ∈ Supp(χe)) :

∏
i∈I

B(p, ei) = B

}

where forp ∈ S andei ∈ R
L+:

B(p, ei) = {x ∈ R
L
+|p · x � p · ei}

Notation 2. LetB = ∏
i∈I Bi ∈ B. For eachi ∈ I, letΓ i,Bi ⊆ P(Bi)\{∅}. Then, denote

ΓB =
{
C ⊆ B|

(
∃(Ci)i∈I ∈

∏
i∈I

Γ i,Bi

)
:
∏
i∈I

Ci = C

}

and denote byΣB theσ-algebra generated byΓB onB. Moreover, denote:

B⊗Σ =
⋃
B∈B

({B} ×ΣB)

Theorem 1. A dataset{E, (χe)e∈E} isΩ-rationalizable only if:

• For eachi ∈ I, eachBi ∈ Bi and eachω ∈ Ω, there existsxi,B
i,ω ∈ R

L+.
• Defining, for eachi ∈ I and eachBi ∈ Bi:

Γ i,Bi =
⋃
ω∈Ω

{{xi,Bi,ω}}

8 Under the null hypothesis, some of these exercises may be counterfactual.
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then, for eachB ∈ B and eachC ∈ ΣB there existsgB,C ∈ R+.
• For eachω ∈ Ω, there existsdω ∈ R+.
• For eachω ∈ Ω, eache ∈ E and eachp ∈ Supp(χe), there existsfω,e,p ∈ R which

satisfy the following conditions:
1. For eachi ∈ I, eachω ∈ Ω and each finite sequence(Bik)

K
k=1 in Bi:(

(∀k ∈ {1, . . . , K − 1}) : xi,B
i
k+1,ω ∈ Bik

)
⇒
(
xi,B

i
1,ω = xi,B

i
K,ω ∨ xi,B

i
1,ω /∈ BiK

)
2. For eachi ∈ I, eachω ∈ Ω, eache ∈ E and eachp ∈ Supp(χe):

p · xi,B(p,ei),ω = p · ei

3. For eachB ∈ B:

gB,B = 1

and for eachB ∈ B and each finite disjoint sequence(Ck)Kk=1 in ΣB:

K∑
k=1

gB,Ck = gB,∪K
k=1Ck

4. For each finite sequence(Bk, Ck)Kk=1 in B⊗Σ, there existsω ∈ Ω such that:9

K∑
k=1

gBk,Ck �
K∑
k=1

1Ck ((x
i,Bi

k
,ω)i∈I)

5. For eachB ∈ B and eachC ∈ ΣB:

gB,C =
∑
ω∈Ω

dω1C((xi,B
i,ω)i∈I)

6. For eache ∈ E, eachp ∈ Supp(χe) and eachω ∈ Ω:∑
i∈I

xi,B(p,e
i),ω �=

∑
i∈I

ei ⇒ fω,e,p = 0

7. For eachω ∈ Ω and eache ∈ E:

dw > 0 ⇒
∑

p∈Supp(χe)

fω,e,p = 1

8. For eache ∈ E and eachp ∈ Supp(χe):

χe({p}) =
∑
ω∈Ω

dωfω,e,p

9 For a given setZ, 1Z denotes the indicator function.
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Proof. Let δ, u andϕ Ω-rationalize{E, (χe)e∈E}. Define∀i ∈ I, ∀Bi ∈ Bi and∀ω ∈ Ω:10

xi,B
i,ω = arg max

x∈Bi
ui(ω)(x)

Theorem 2 inMatzkin and Richter (1991)implies Condition 1. Condition 2 follows from
the monotonicity ofui(ω).

Define∀B ∈ B and∀C ∈ ΣB:

gB,C = δ({ω ∈ Ω|(arg max
x∈Bi

ui(ω)(x))i∈I ∈ C})

Condition 3 is immediate. Condition 4 follows from Theorem 1 inCarvajal (2003).11

Define∀ω ∈ Ω, dω = δ({ω}). Then,

gB,C = δ({ω ∈ Ω|(xi,Bi,ω)i∈I ∈ C})
=

∑
ω∈Ω:(xi,Bi,ω)i∈I∈C

δ({ω}) =
∑
ω∈Ω

dω1C((xi,B
i,ω)i∈I)

which is Condition 5.
Define∀ω ∈ Ω, ∀e ∈ E and∀p ∈ Supp(χe), fω,e,p = ϕ(u(ω), e)({p}). Suppose that for

ω ∈ Ω, e ∈ E andp ∈ Supp(χe):∑
i∈I

xi,B(p,e
i),ω �=

∑
i∈I

ei

By construction, this means thatp /∈ Wu(ω),e and, then, sinceϕ(u(ω), e)(Wu(ω),e) = 1, it
follows thatfω,e,p = ϕ(u(ω), e)({p}) = 0, which proves Condition 6.

Now, let ω̃ ∈ Ω ande ∈ E and suppose thatdω̃ > 0 and
∑

p∈Supp(χe) fω̃,e,p �= 1. Since
ϕ(u(ω̃), e) ∈ F, it must be that:∑

p∈Supp(χe)

ϕ(u(ω̃), e)({p}) < 1

which implies that∃C ⊆ S\Supp(χe) : ϕ(u(ω̃), e)(C) > 0. Then, sinceδ({ω̃}) = dω̃ > 0,
it follows that:

χe(C) =
∑
ω∈Ω

δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e)(C) � δ({ω̃})ϕ(u(ω̃), e)(C) > 0

contradicting the fact thatC ⊆ S\Supp(χe). This implies Condition 7.
Finally, by construction,∀e ∈ E and∀p ∈ Supp({p}):
χe({p}) =

∑
ω∈Ω

δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e)({p}) =
∑
ω∈Ω

dωfω,e,p

which is Condition 8. �

10 The notational proviso of Note 6 applies here:ui(ω) is a function mappingRL+ intoR, which takes the value
ui(ω)(x) atx ∈ RL+.
11 Since #Ω < ∞, it follows that∀B ∈ B, #ΓB < ∞ and, hence, that #ΣB < ∞. Since #E < ∞, and∀e ∈ E,

#Supp(χe) < ∞ then #B < ∞ and therefore Condition 1 inCarvajal (2003)is satisfied. Conditions 2 and 3 are
also satisfied since∀B ∈ B, B = ∏

i∈I
−→
B i = ∏

i∈I Bi.
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Intuition about the conditions of the theorem is straightforward, considering the following
definition of variables. Letxi,B

i,ω bei’s utility-maximizing demand overBi whenω realizes
and letΓ i,Bi be the collection of singleton sets of bundles that maximizei’s utility overBi,
considering all possible states inΩ. For each collective budgetB, letΣB be theσ-algebra
induced by the individual collectionsΓ i,Bi , and for each set of profiles of bundlesC ∈ ΣB,
letgB,C ∈ R+ be the probability that, if each individual chooses fromBi rationally, then the
profile of choices lies inC. Finally, for eachω ∈ Ω, dω is its probability, whilefω,e,p ∈ R+
is the probability assigned to pricep by the random selector corresponding toe and the
profile of preferences assigned atω.

Then, given an individual and a state of the world, individual rationality imposes SARP
across all possible budgets, which is Condition 1, while strict monotonicity imposes Walras’
law, which is Condition 2. For a collective budgetB ∈ B, Condition 3 imposes the second
and third axioms of Kolmogorov for probability distributions. Condition 4 is the extension
to collective problems of the Axiom of Stochastic Revealed Preference ofMcFadden and
Richter (1990), as proposed byCarvajal (2003). Condition 5 requires that, indeed, proba-
bilities over collective choices be explained by probabilities over states of the world, via
individual rationality. For the random selectors, Condition 6 is market clearing while Con-
dition 7 requires that they be probability distributions. Finally, givenΩ-rationalizability,
probabilities over states of the world and random selectors must explain the observed prob-
abilities accurately: Condition 8.

If collective budgets and states of the world fully discriminate individual behavior, in the
sense that for each state of the world there exists a budget for which individual behavior
differs from that on all the rest of states, then one does not need probabilities both over
states of the world and over collective choices.

Theorem 2. A dataset{E, (χe)e∈E} isΩ-rationalizable if:

• For eachi ∈ I, eachBi ∈ Bi and eachω ∈ Ω, there existxi,B
i,ω ∈ R

L+.
• Defining, for eachi ∈ I and eachBi ∈ Bi:

Γ i,Bi =
⋃
ω∈Ω

{{xi,Bi,ω}}

then, for eachB ∈ B and eachC ∈ ΣB there existsgB,C ∈ R+.
• For eachω ∈ Ω, eache ∈ E and eachp ∈ Supp(χe), there existsfω,e,p ∈ R+, which

satisfy the following conditions:
1. For eachi ∈ I, eachω ∈ Ω and each finite sequence(Bik)

K
k=1 in Bi:

((∀k ∈ {1, . . . , K − 1}) : xi,B
i
k+1,ω ∈ Bik)

⇒ (xi,B
i
1,ω = xi,B

i
K,ω) ∨ (xi,B

i
1,ω /∈ BiK)

2. For eachi ∈ I, eachω ∈ Ω, eache ∈ E and eachp ∈ Supp(χe):

p · xi,B(p,ei),ω = p · ei

3. For eachB ∈ B:
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gB,B = 1

and for eachB ∈ B and each finite disjoint sequence(Ck)Kk=1 in ΣB:

K∑
k=1

gB,Ck = gB,∪K
k=1Ck

4. For each finite sequence(Bk, Ck) in B⊗Σ, there existsω ∈ Ω such that:

K∑
k=1

gBk,Ck �
K∑
k=1

1Ck ((x
i,Bi

k
,ω)i∈I)

5. For eachω ∈ Ω, there existsB ∈ B such that:

ω̃ ∈ Ω\{ω} ⇒ (∃i ∈ I) : xi,B
i,ω̃ �= xi,B

i,ω

6. For eache ∈ E, eachp ∈ Supp(χe) and eachω ∈ Ω:∑
i∈I

xi,B(p,e
i),ω �=

∑
i∈I

ei ⇒ fω,e,p = 0

7. For eachω ∈ Ω, letB(ω) ∈ B be implicitly defined by:

B = B(ω) ⇔ (∀ω̃ ∈ Ω\{ω})(∃i ∈ I) : xi,B
i,ω̃ �= xi,B

i,ω

If:

g
B(ω),{(xi,Bi(ω),ω)i∈I} > 0

then, for eache ∈ E:∑
p∈Supp(χe)

fω,e,p = 1

8. For eache ∈ E and eachp ∈ Supp(χe):

χe({p}) =
∑
ω∈Ω

g
B(ω),{(xi,Bi(ω),ω)i∈I}fω,e,p

whereB(ω) ∈ B is defined as inCondition 7.

Proof. Given Conditions 1 and 2, it follows from Theorem 2 inMatzkin and Richter (1991)
that∀i ∈ I and∀ω ∈ Ω, ∃Ui,ω ∈ U such that:

(∀Bi ∈ Bi) : arg max
x∈Bi

Ui,ω(x) = {xi,Bi,ω}

Defineu : Ω → UI by u(ω) = (Ui,ω)i∈I.
Define,∀B ∈ B, the functionγB : ΣB → [0,1] by γB(C) = gB,C. It follows from

Condition 3 thatγB is a probability measure and from Condition 4 and Theorem 1 in
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Carvajal (2003), that∃δ : P(Ω) → [0,1], a probability measure, such that∀B ∈ B and
∀C ∈ ΣB:

δ({ω ∈ Ω|(arg max
x∈Bi

ui(ω)(x))i∈I ∈ C}) = gB,C

Define,∀ω ∈ Ω, B(ω) as:

B(ω) = B ∈ B⇔ (∀ω̃ ∈ Ω\{ω})(∃i ∈ I) : xi,B
i,ω̃ �= xi,B

i,ω

which one can do by Condition 5. Then,∀ω ∈ Ω:

g
B(ω),{(xi,Bi(ω),ω)i∈I} = γB(ω)({(xi,Bi(ω),ω)i∈I})

= δ({ω̃ ∈ Ω|(arg max
x∈Bi(ω)

ui(ω̃)(x))i∈I ∈ {(xi,Bi(ω),ω)i∈I}})

= δ({ω̃ ∈ Ω|(∀i ∈ I) : xi,B
i(ω̃),ω = xi,B

i(ω),ω}) = δ({ω})
Now, constructϕ : u[Ω] × E → F as follows. Letu ∈ u[Ω] and lete ∈ E. By definition
and Condition 5, #{ω ∈ Ω|u(ω) = u} = 1. Then, let{ωu} = {ω ∈ Ω|u(ω) = u}.

If g
B(ωu),{(xi,Bi(ωu),ωu )i∈I} > 0, then defineϕ(u, e) : Ξ → [0,1] as follows:

(∀p ∈ Supp(χe)) : ϕ(u, e)({p}) = fωu,e,p
(∀p ∈ S\Supp(χe)) : ϕ(u, e)({p}) = 0
(∀D ∈ Ξ : #D �= 1) : ϕ(u, e)(D) = ∑

p∈D ϕ(u, e)({p})
Condition 7 implies that, so defined,ϕ(u, e) ∈ F.

If, alternatively,g
B(ωu),{(xi,Bi(ωu),ωu )i∈I} = 0, then letp ∈ Wu,e, which exists byArrow

and Debreu (1954), and defineϕ(u, e) : Ξ → [0,1] by:

(∀D ∈ Ξ) : ϕ(u, e)(D) =
{

1, if p ∈ D

0, otherwise

It only remains to show that, so constructed,u, δ andΩ-rationalize{E, (χe)e∈E}.
First, lete ∈ E andp ∈ Supp(χe). Then, by Condition 8:∑

ω∈Ω
δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e)({p}) =

∑
ω∈Ω

g
B(ω),{(xi,Bi(ω),ω)i∈I}fω,e,p = χe({p})

It follows that∀e ∈ E and∀C ∈ Ξ:

χe(C)= χe(C ∩ Supp(χe)) =
∑

p∈C∩Supp(χe)

χe({p})

=
∑

p∈C∩Supp(χe)

∑
ω∈Ω

δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e)({p})

=
∑

p∈C∩Supp(χe)

∑
ω∈Ω:δ({ω})>0

δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e)({p})
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=
∑

ω∈Ω:δ({ω})>0


δ({ω})

∑
p∈C∩Supp(χe)

ϕ(u(ω), e)({p})



=
∑

ω∈Ω:δ({ω})>0


δ({ω})

∑
p∈C

ϕ(u(ω), e)({p})



=
∑

ω∈Ω:δ({ω})>0

δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e)(C) =
∑
ω∈Ω

δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e)(C)

where the sixth step follows from the fact that, by Condition 7,∀ω ∈ Ω such thatδ({ω}) > 0,
if p /∈ Supp(χe) thenϕ(u(ω), e)({p}) = 0.

Second, fixω ∈ Ω such thatg
B(ω),{(xi,Bi(ω),ω)i∈I} > 0 and lete ∈ E. Suppose thatp /∈

Wu(ω),e. If p /∈ Supp(χe), it follows by construction thatϕ(u(ω), e)({p}) = 0. Now, ifp ∈
Supp(χe)\Wu(ω),e, it follows that

∑
i∈I xi,B(p,e

i),ω �= ∑
i∈I ei and, hence, from Condition 6,

one has thatϕ(u(ω), e)({p}) = fω,e,p = 0. It then follows thatϕ(u(ω), e)(S\Wu(ω),e) = 0
and thatϕ(u(ω), e)(Wu(ω),e) = 1.

By construction, the same conclusion applies∀ω ∈ Ω such thatg
B(ω),{(xi,Bi(ω),ω)i∈I}= 0. �

4. Non-rationalizable datasets

The results of the previous section characterize rationalizability via the existence of
unobserved variables satisfying certain conditions. In principle, it could happen that such
variables always exist, and hence that the general equilibrium hypothesis is irrefutable.
The results ofSection 5show that there are testable restrictions purely on observed data.
The examples obtained in this section show that those quantifier-free restrictions are not
tautological and that the hypothesis is refutable.

There are two types of examples, corresponding to the non-existence of particular unob-
served variables. The first type of example has to do with demands that satisfy SARP and
arises solely from the supports of the observed distributions of prices. If this were the only
kind of example, one could suspect that there is a stronger version of the results ofSection 3
which does not involve the actual values of the probabilities and that, therefore, the testable
restrictions obtained here are just a relaxation of the ones found by Brown and Matzkin
(allowing for #Ω-many instances of SARP per individual, instead of just one). The second
type of example shows that this is not the case: even under consistent supports, there are
values of the actual probabilities which are impossible to rationalize.12

4.1. Inconsistent supports

ConsiderFig. 1, where endowmentse, e′ ∈ (RL++)2 and prices̄p, p̄′ ∈ S are illustrated.
Suppose that the supports ofχe andχe′ are as inFig. 2.

12 The existence of this example implies that the existence clauses forgB,C, dω andfω,e,p in Theorems 1 and 2
were not trivial.
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Fig. 1. Bounds on the supports of observed distributions of prices.

To see that for noΩ can these data beΩ-rationalized, argue by contradiction: suppose
that for someΩ these data are rationalizable. Letp ∈ Supp(χe). By definition, there must
existω ∈ Ω such thatδ({ω}) > 0 andp ∈ Wu(ω),e. Fix one suchω. Sinceδ({ω}) > 0, there
must existp′ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ such thatp′ ∈ Supp(χe′). But, then, considerFig. 3. Whatever
p ∈ Supp(χe) andp′ ∈ Supp(χe′) are, it is impossible that consumer 1 satisfy the weak
axiom of revealed preferences, and therefore it cannot be thatp ∈ Wu(ω),e andp′ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ .

This example is extreme in that all the prices in Supp(χe) are inconsistent with all the
prices in Supp(χe′). It suffices that there exists one price in either one of the supports which
is inconsistent with all the prices in the other support.

Fig. 2. The supports of observed distributions of prices.
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Fig. 3. Prices with positive probability imply violations of WARP.

4.2. Inconsistent probabilities

ConsiderFig. 4. Suppose that endowmentse ande′ and associated distributions of prices
χe andχe′ have been observed such that Supp(χe) = Supp(χe′) = {p̂, p̃}. Notice that
Supp(χe) and Supp(χe′) are consistent. Nonetheless, the following claim establishes that
not all values ofχe′({p̂}) andχe({p̃}) can be rationalized for given set of eventsΩ. The
claim is based onFig. 5and is to apply only for this example.

p̂

e p~

20 

10 1,1x

2,1x

20

e

p̂ p~

2,1x

10 1,1x

' 

' 

Fig. 4. Observed endowments and prices.
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p̂

e p~

20 

10 1,1x

20

e

p̂ p~

2,1x

' 

' 

Fig. 5. Overlapping of observed endowments and prices.

Claim 1. For every set of events Ω, dataset {{e, e′}, (χe, χe′)} is Ω-rationalizable only if
χe′({p̂})+ χe({p̃}) � 1.

Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that{{e, e′}, (χe, χe′)} isΩ-rationalized byu, δ
andϕ, such that the support ofδ isΩ. Denote:

Ω1 = {ω ∈ Ω|p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e}
Ω2 = {ω ∈ Ω|p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e ∧ p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ }
Ω3 = {ω ∈ Ω|p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e}

By SARP,Ω1 ∩Ω2 = ∅. Now, suppose thatω ∈ Ω\(Ω1 ∪Ω2). Then,

¬((p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e) ∨ (p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e ∧ p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e′))

which is:

¬(p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e) ∧ ¬(p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e ∧ p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e′)

or, equivalently:

(p̃ /∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∨ p̃ /∈ Wu(ω),e) ∧ (p̂ /∈ Wu(ω),e ∨ p̂ /∈ Wu(ω),e′)

This implies that:

(p̃ /∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̂ /∈ Wu(ω),e)

∨(p̃ /∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̂ /∈ Wu(ω),e′) ∨ (p̃ /∈ Wu(ω),e ∧ p̂ /∈ Wu(ω),e)

∨(p̃ /∈ Wu(ω),e ∧ p̂ /∈ Wu(ω),e′)
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and, therefore, given the dataset, that:

(p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e)

∨(p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̂ /∈ Wu(ω),e′) ∨ (p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e ∧ p̂ /∈ Wu(ω),e)

∨(p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e ∧ p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e′)

The second and third sentences are self-contradictory, whereas the fourth one is impossible
by SARP. Hence,(p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e′∧p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e)andω ∈ Ω3. This proves thatΩ1∪Ω2∪Ω3 =
Ω.

Suppose now thatω ∈ Ω1\Ω3. Then,

(p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e) ∧ ¬(p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e)

which implies that:

(p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e) ∧ (p̂ /∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∨ p̃ /∈ Wu(ω),e)

and hence that:

p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e ∧ p̂ /∈ Wu(ω),e′

Moreover, by WARP, sincẽp ∈ Wu(ω),e′ , it follows that:

p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e ∧ p̂ /∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̂ /∈ Wu(ω),e

which implies that:

ϕ(u(ω), e′)({p̃}) = 1

ϕ(u(ω), e′)({p̂}) = 0

ϕ(u(ω), e)({p̃}) = 1

ϕ(u(ω), e)({p̂}) = 0

By a symmetric argument, forω ∈ Ω2\Ω3 it is true that:

ϕ(u(ω), e)({p̂}) = 1

ϕ(u(ω), e)({p̃}) = 0

ϕ(u(ω), e′)({p̂}) = 1

ϕ(u(ω), e′)({p̃}) = 0

Consider now the case whenω ∈ Ω3. By definition,(p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e)whereas,
by SARP¬(p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e), which means that:

(p̂ ∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∧ p̃ ∈ Wu(ω),e) ∧ (p̃ /∈ Wu(ω),e′ ∨ p̂ /∈ Wu(ω),e)

Hence,

(ϕ(u(ω), e′)({p̂})= 1 ∧ ϕ(u(ω), e′)({p̃}) = 0) ∨ (ϕ(u(ω), e)({p̃})
= 1 ∧ ϕ(u(ω), e)({p̂}) = 0)
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Now, byΩ-rationalizability, the previous results imply that:

χe′({p̂})=
∑
ω∈Ω

δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e′)({p̂})

=
∑

ω∈Ω1\Ω3

δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e′)({p̂})+
∑

ω∈Ω2\Ω3

δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e′)({p̂})

+
∑
ω∈Ω3

δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e′)({p̂})

=
∑

ω∈Ω2\Ω3

δ({ω})+
∑
ω∈Ω3

δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e′)({p̂})

whereas, similarly:

χe({p̃}) =
∑

ω∈Ω1\Ω3

δ({ω})+
∑
ω∈Ω3

δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e)({p̃})

Then,

χe′({p̂})+ χe({p̃})=
∑

ω∈Ω2\Ω3

δ({ω})+
∑

ω∈Ω1\Ω3

δ({ω})

+
∑
ω∈Ω3

δ({ω})(ϕ(u(ω), e′)({p̂})+ ϕ(u(ω), e)({p̃}))

�
∑

ω∈Ω2\Ω3

δ({ω})+
∑

ω∈Ω1\Ω3

δ({ω})+
∑
ω∈Ω3

δ({ω}) = 1

where the inequality comes from the fact that, as implied by previous results,∀ω ∈ Ω3,
ϕ(u(ω), e′)({p̂})+ ϕ(u(ω), e)({p̃}) � 1. �

5. Quantifier-free testable restrictions

This section shows that given (i) a set of states of the world, (ii) an observed set of profiles
of endowments, and (iii) for each observed profile of endowments, the set of observed prices,
there exist restrictions (free of existential quantifiers) on the values of the probabilities that
these prices can take. The general functional form of these restrictions is also determined.

For the result, a new characterization of rationalizability is introduced. This characteri-
zation is less interesting by itself, as it fails to uncover a fundamental feature of the theory
of random preferences, namely the randomness of choices.

Theorem 3. A dataset {E, (χe)e∈E} is Ω-rationalizable if, and only if:

• For each i ∈ I, each Bi ∈ Bi and each ω ∈ Ω, there exist xi,B
i,ω ∈ R

L+, λi,B
i,ω ∈ R++

and V i,B
i,ω ∈ R.

• For each ω ∈ Ω, there exists dω ∈ R+.
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• For each ω ∈ Ω, each e ∈ E and each p ∈ Supp(χe), there exists fω,e,p ∈ R+, such
that:
1. For each i ∈ I, each ω ∈ Ω, each e, ẽ ∈ E, each p ∈ Supp(χe) and each p̃ ∈

Supp(χẽ):

V i,B(p̃,ẽ
i),ω � V i,B(p,e

i),ω + λi,B(p,e
i),ωp · (xi,B(p̃,ẽi),ω − xi,B(p,e

i),ω)

with strict inequality if:

xi,B(p̃,ẽ
i),ω �= xi,B(p,e

i),ω

2. For each i ∈ I, each ω ∈ Ω, each e ∈ E and each p ∈ Supp(χe):

p · xi,B(p,ei),ω = p · ei
3.

∑
ω∈Ω

dω = 1

4. For each ω ∈ Ω, each e ∈ E and each p ∈ Supp(χe):∑
i∈I

xi,B(p,e
i),ω �=

∑
i∈I

ei ⇒ fω,e,p = 0

5. For each ω ∈ Ω and each e ∈ E:

dω > 0 ⇒
∑

p∈Supp(χe)

fω,e,p = 1

6. For each e ∈ E and each p ∈ Supp(χe):

χe({p}) =
∑
ω∈Ω

dωfω,e,p

Proof. SeeAppendix A. �

The following theorem shows that there do exist quantifier-free testable restrictions, which
have the form of polynomial inequalities.

Theorem 4. Suppose thatΩ andE ∈ (RL++)I are given. Suppose also that, for each e ∈ E,
the set Supp(χe) ⊆ S is fixed and let Ψ be the set of vectors:

((χe,p)p∈Supp(χe))e∈E ∈
∏
e∈E

[0,1]#Supp(χe)

such that the dataset:
E,


C �→

∑
p∈C

χe,p



e∈E




is Ω-rationalizable.13 Ψ is a semialgebraic set.

13 The notationC �→ ∑
p∈C χe,p means that the functionχe : Ξ → [0,1] is constructed as:

(∀C ∈ Ξ) : χe(C) =
∑
p∈C

χe,p
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Proof. SeeAppendix A. �

Since equilibria exist, it follows that the setΨ need not be empty. The first example of
Section 4shows that such set may be empty and, more interestingly, the second example
shows that, when non-empty, the setΨ may be a proper subset of:∏

e∈E
[0,1]#Supp(χe)

Then, there do exist testable restrictions on the setΨ only, and these restrictions take, in
abstract, the form of polynomial inequalities.

6. Concluding remarks

The goal of this paper has been to argue that general equilibrium theory is refutable,
even without observation of individual choices and allowing individual preferences to vary
randomly. This result goes in line with the ones ofBrown and Matzkin (1996). My results,
however, overcome the criticism, common in mathematical psychology, of the assumption
of invariant preferences, which is present in the work of Brown and Matzkin via their
application of revealed-preference theory.

Given a finite economy, if one observes a finite set of profiles of individual endowments
and a probability distribution of prices for each one of the profiles, then there exists an
exhaustive set of necessary conditions that have to be satisfied for the data to be consis-
tent with general equilibrium theory, given a set of possible states of the world. These
restrictions were studied here in two instances. First, a characterization of the definition of
consistency of data and theory was given via existence of individual contingent demands
and of probabilistic distributions of choices and equilibrium prices. Secondly, it was ar-
gued that the existential quantifiers can be eliminated, and that the conditions of the first
characterization have an equivalent in terms of conditions purely on the data. The latter
conditions were not explicitly obtained and only their abstract mathematical form could
be determined. However, it was also shown that they are not vacuous: they constitute a
test of the consistency of data and general equilibrium theory with power to refute this
hypothesis.

I have assumed that, as the state of the world changes, individuals realize that their
preferences change and choose accordingly. An alternative interpretation is that individ-
uals, although endowed with one preference relation, are unclear about their preferences
and act accordingly to their perceptions of these preferences, which depend on the state
of the world. This interpretation can be easily accommodated by my results. However,
in both interpretations, if there are additional hypotheses about how different states of
the world affect individual preferences, they need to be incorporated in the theory, since
the results here allow for a very broad class of preferences. The conditions argued here
should continue to be necessary, but the arguments for sufficiency may not suffice for these
additional hypotheses, in which case the list of restrictions given here will no longer be
exhaustive.
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Appendix A

Proof of Theorem 3. Necessity can be argued in a way similar toTheorem 1. Sufficiency
is obtained as follows.

By Conditions 1 and 2 and Theorem 2 inMatzkin and Richter (1991)it follows that
∀i ∈ I, ∀ω ∈ Ω, ∃Ui,ω ∈ U such that:

(∀e ∈ E)(∀p ∈ Supp(χe)) : xi,B(p,e
i),ω = arg max

x∈B(p,ei)
Ui,ω(x)

Define the functionu : Ω → UI by (∀ω ∈ Ω) : u(ω) = (Ui,ω)i∈I.
Let S = #Ω ∈ N and denumerateΩ = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωS}. Consider the following

algorithm.

Algorithm 1. Input:Ω

1. s = 1,Θ = ∅.
2. If (∃ω̃ ∈ Θ) : u(ω̃) = u(ω), thenθ = ∅ and go to 4.
3. θ = {ωs}.
4. Θ = Θ ∪ θ.
5. If s = S, thenΩ̃ = Θ and stop.
6. s = s+ 1 and go to 2.

Output:Ω̃

The output of the algorithm,̃Ω ⊆ Ω, has the properties that:

(∀ω, ω̃ ∈ Ω̃) : ω �= ω̃ ⇒ u(ω) �= u(ω̃)

(∀ω ∈ Ω\Ω̃)(∃ω̃ ∈ Ω̃) : u(ω̃) = u(ω)

Define now the functionδ : P(Ω) → R as follows:

(∀ω ∈ Ω̃) : δ({ω}) = dω +
∑

ω̃∈Ω\Ω̃:u(ω̃)=u(ω)
dω̃
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(∀ω ∈ Ω\Ω̃) : δ({ω}) = 0

(∀Φ ∈ P(Ω) : #Φ �= 1) : δ(Φ) =
∑
ω∈Φ

δ({ω})

By Condition 3, it follows thatδ is a probability measure overΩ.
Define the functionϕ : u[Ω]×E → Fas follows. Fixu ∈ u[Ω] ande ∈ E. By the second

property ofΩ̃, {ω ∈ Ω|u(ω) = u} ∩ Ω̃ �= ∅. Letωu ∈ {ω ∈ Ω|u(ω) = u} ∩ Ω̃. By the first
property ofΩ̃, ∀ω̃ ∈ Ω̃\{ωu}, u(ω) �= u, from where #({ω ∈ Ω|u(ω) = u} ∩ Ω̃) = 1 and,
hence,ωu is defined with no ambiguity. Ifδ({ωu}) > 0, then defineϕ(u, e) : Ξ → [0,1]
as:

(∀p ∈ Supp(χe)) : ϕ(u, e)({p}) =
dωufωu,e,p +∑

ω∈Ω\Ω̃:u(ω)=u dωfω,e,p
δ({ωu})

(∀p ∈ S\Supp(χe)) : ϕ(u, e)({p}) = 0

(∀C ∈ Ξ : #C �= 1) : ϕ(u, e)(C) = ∑
p∈C ϕ(u, e)({p})

By construction:

ϕ(u, e)(S)=
∑
p∈S

ϕ(u, e)({p}) =
∑

p∈Supp(χe)

ϕ(u, e)({p})

=
∑

p∈Supp(χe)

dωufωu,e,p +∑
ω∈Ω\Ω̃:u(ω)=u dωfω,e,p
δ({ωu})

=
dωu

∑
p∈Supp(χe) fωu,e,p +∑

ω∈Ω\Ω̃:u(ω)=u(dω
∑

p∈Supp(χe) fω,e,p)

δ({ωu})

=
dωu +∑

ω∈Ω\Ω̃:u(ω)=u dω
δ({ωu}) = 1

where the fifth equality follows from Condition 5. This and the construction imply that
ϕ(u, e) ∈ F. If, alternatively,δ({ωu}) = 0, then defineϕ(u, e) ∈ F and in the Proof of
Theorem 2.

The functionsu, δ andϕ Ω-rationalize the dataset{E, (χe)e∈E}.
First, lete ∈ E andC ∈ Ξ. Then,∑

ω∈Ω
δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e)(C)=

∑
ω∈Ω:δ({ω})>0

δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e)(C)

=
∑

ω∈Ω̃:δ({ω})>0

∑
p∈C

δ({ω})ϕ(u(ω), e)({p})

=
∑

ω∈Ω̃:δ({ω})>0

∑
p∈C


dωfω,e,p +

∑
ω̃∈Ω\Ω̃:u(ω̃)=u(ω)

dω̃fω̃,e,p




=
∑
p∈C

∑
ω∈Ω

dωfω,e,p =
∑
p∈C

χe({p}) = χe(C)
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where the fourth step follows from the properties ofΩ̃ and the fact that∀ω ∈ Ω̃, δ({ω}) = 0
implies thatdω = 0, and the previous to last step follows from Property 6.

Now, fix ω ∈ Ω and e ∈ E. Suppose that for somep ∈ S, ϕ(u(ω), e)({p}) > 0.
By the second property of̃Ω, ∃ω̃ ∈ Ω̃ such thatu(ω̃) = u(ω). If δ(ω̃) = 0, it follows
by construction thatp ∈ Wu(ω̃),e = Wu(ω),e. If, on the other hand,δ(ω̃) > 0, then, by
construction:

(∃ω̂ ∈ Ω) : u(ω̂) = u(ω̃) ∧ dω̂ > 0 ∧ fω̂,e,p > 0

By Condition 4,
∑

i∈I xi,B(p,e
i),ω̂ = ∑

i∈I ei and, hence, by construction,p ∈ Wu(ω̂),e =
Wu(ω̃),e = Wu(ω),e. This implies thatϕ(u(ω), e)(S\Wu(ω),e) = 0, or thatϕ(u(ω), e)
(Wu(ω),e) = 1.

Lemma 1. Let A ⊆ R
K1 × R

K2, where K1,K2 ∈ N, be a semialgebraic set and let
−→
A 1 be

its projection into R
K1, defined as:

−→
A 1 = {x ∈ R

K1|(∃y ∈ R
K2) : (x, y) ∈ A}

Then,
−→
A 1 is semialgebraic.

Proof. Define the functionη1 : R
K1 × R

K2 → R
K1 by η1(x, y) = x. Its graph,G(η1) =

(RK1 × R
K2) × R

K1 is semialgebraic. SinceA is semialgebraic, it follows from the
Tarski–Seidenberg theorem (see Theorem 8.6.6 inMishra, 1993) that:

{x ∈ R
K1|(∃(x′, y) ∈ A) : η1(x

′, y) = x}
= {x ∈ R

K1|(∃(x′, y) ∈ A) : x′ = x} = {x ∈ R
K1|(∃y ∈ R

K2) : (x, y) ∈ A} = −→
A 1

is semialgebraic. �

Proof of Theorem 5. Define the functions sgn :R → {−1,0,1} by:

sgn(x) =



−1, if x < 0
0, if x = 0
1, if x > 0

and−→sgn :RL → {−1,0,1}L by −→sgn(x) = (sgn(xl))Ll=1.
It follows from Theorem 3that:

((χe,p)p∈Supp(χe))e∈E ∈ Ψ ⊆
∏
e∈E

[0,1]#Supp(χe)

if, and only if, there exists a vector:

ζ =




((((xi,B(p,e
i),ω)p∈Supp(χe))e∈E)ω∈Ω)i∈I

((((λi,B(p,e
i),ω)p∈Supp(χe))e∈E)ω∈Ω)i∈I

((((V i,B(p,e
i),ω)p∈Supp(χe))e∈E)ω∈Ω)i∈I

(((fω,e,p)p∈Supp(χe))e∈E)ω∈Ω
(dω)ω∈Ω
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in the Cartesian product of the sets:



(∏
e∈E

(RL
+)

#Supp(χe)

)#Ω


I



(∏
e∈E

(R++)#Supp(χe)

)#Ω


I



(∏
e∈E

(R)#Supp(χe)

)#Ω


I

(∏
e∈E

[0,1]#Supp(χe)

)#Ω

[0,1]#Ω

such that:

(((χe,p)p∈Supp(χe))e∈E, ζ)

satisfies the following conditions:

(i) ∀i ∈ I, ∀ω ∈ Ω, ∀e, ẽ ∈ E, ∀p ∈ Supp(χe) and∀p̃ ∈ Supp(χẽ):

sgn(V i,B(p̃,ẽ
i),ω − V i,B(p,e

i),ω − λi,B(p,e
i),ωp · (xi,B(p̃,ẽi),ω − xi,B(p,e

i),ω))

= −1 ∨ (sgn(V i,B(p̃,ẽ
i),ω − V i,B(p,e

i),ω)

= 0 ∧ −→sgn(xi,B(p̃,ẽ
i),ω − xi,B(p,e

i),ω) = (0)Ll=1)

(ii) ∀i ∈ I, ∀ω ∈ Ω, ∀e ∈ E and∀p ∈ Supp(χe):

sgn(p · ei − p · xi,B(p,ei),ω) = 0

(iii) sgn(
∑

ω∈Ω dω − 1) = 0.
(iv) ∀ω ∈ Ω, ∀e ∈ E and∀p ∈ Supp(χe):

−→sgn(fω,e,p(
∑
i∈I

ei −
∑
i∈I

xi,B(p,e
i),ω)) = (0)Ll=1

(v) ∀ω ∈ Ω and∀e ∈ E:

sgn(dω(
∑

p∈Supp(χe)

fω,e,p − 1)) = 0
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(vi) ∀e ∈ E and∀p ∈ Supp(χe):

sgn(χe,p −
∑
ω∈Ω

dωfω,e,p) = 0

Consider the set of vectors:

(((χe,p)p∈Supp(χe))e∈E, ζ)

that satisfy conditions (i)–(vi). By definition, such set is semialgebraic. ByLemma 1, the
projection of this set into

∏
e∈E R

#Supp(χe), which is preciselyΨ , is also semialgebraic.�
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